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ABSTRACT. Coffee is one of the most important commodities in the
world, and its production relies mainly on two species, Coffea arabica
and Coffea canephora. Although there are diverse transcriptome
datasets available for coffee trees, few research groups have exploited
the potential knowledge contained in these data, especially with respect
to fruit and seed development. Here, we present a comparative analysis
of the transcriptomes of Coffea arabica and Coffea canephora with a
focus on fruit development using publicly available expressed sequence
tags (ESTs). Most of the fruit and seed EST data has been obtained
from C. canephora. Therefore, we performed a fruit EST analysis
of the 5 developmental stages of this species (18, 22, 30, 42, and 46
weeks after flowering) comprising 29,009 sequences. We compared
C. canephora fruit ESTs to reference unigenes of C. canephora (7710
contigs and 8955 singletons) and C. arabica (15,656 contigs and 16,351
singletons). Additional analyses included functional annotation based
on Gene Onthology, as well as an annotation using PlantCyc, a curated
plant protein database. The Coffee Bean EST (CoffeebEST) is a public
database available at http://bioinfo-02.cp.utfpr.edu.br/. This database
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represents an additional resource for the coffee scientific community,
offering a user-friendly collection of information for non-specialists
in coffee molecular biology to support experimental research on
comparative and functional genomics.
Key words: Fruit; Coffea arabica; Coffea canephora; Bioinformatics;
Transcriptome; Expressed sequence tag

INTRODUCTION
Coffee is one of the most important commodities in the world, with more than 80
million people depending on the coffee chain for their income (Dereeper et al., 2013). Brazil
is the major producer and exporter of coffee, and is its second-highest consumer. The Coffea
genus has more than 120 species (Davis et al., 2011), but global production relies mainly on
two species, Coffea arabica (65%) and C. canephora (35%) (ICO, www.ico.org). C. arabica
(CA) is a tetraploid species (2n = 4x = 44) that is probably derived from a recent (< 1 million
years) hybridization between C. canephora and C. eugenioides (Vidal et al., 2010; Yu et al.,
2011), and C. canephora (CC) is an allogamous diploid species (2n = 2x = 22). Although,
there have been efforts to study the Coffea species genome composition and transcriptional
patterns (Lin et al., 2005; Vidal et al., 2010; Mondego et al., 2011; Combes et al., 2013; Dereeper et al., 2013), few research groups have exploited the potential knowledge contained in
these data, especially with regard to fruit and grain development. The use of bioinformatics
through the development of programs and databases can help in this task not only to analyze
the available data but also to generate new knowledge. One example is the standardization of
studies of molecular markers in coffee (Plechakova et al., 2009). Most of the large-scale transcriptomic studies in Coffea are focused on stress responses (Bardil et al., 2011; Carazzolle
et al., 2011; Marraccini et al., 2012; Combes et al., 2013), and seed development studies are
mostly focused on selected candidate genes (Lepelley et al., 2007; Joët et al., 2009; Budzinski
et al., 2011). Understanding these large-scale studies would help to identify genes involved
in the chemical composition of the bean and the sensorial quality of the coffee beverage. This
study presents the development of a website and a bioinformatic system that incorporates the
publicly available expressed sequence tags (ESTs) of CC and CA, which were previously
reported by Mondego et al. (2011). Our study aimed to explore this transcriptome analysis
to develop a user-friendly website including functional annotation and basic local alignment
search tool (BLAST) results and focusing on fruit development in CC. Based on these data,
scripts implemented in Java and PostgreSQL enabled the evaluation of CC- and CA-specific
transcripts. This system also allows the application of diverse filters to retrieve stage-specific
or species-specific transcripts. Overall, we offer a public repository of sequence and functional
annotation of Coffea unigenes with special emphasis on understanding the functional differences among the repertoire of expressed Coffea genes in 5 stages of fruit development. The
database is available at http://bioinfo-02.cp.utfpr.edu.br/.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Coffea transcriptome resources
The entire Sanger EST public dataset available for Coffea spp, from the studies by
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Modego et al. (2011) (http://www.lge.ibi.unicamp.br/coffea) and Lin et al. (2005) (http://solgenomics.net/content/coffee.pl) were downloaded. The assembly of these ESTs represents the
Coffea unigene set mostly used for transcriptomic analyses (Vidal et al., 2010; Bardil et al.,
2011; Combes et al., 2013). These sequences comprise 35,153 CA contigs and 18,007 CC
contigs. The cDNA reads are derived from several organs and developmental stages of coffee plants. CoffeebEST comprises assembled and unassembled data, annotation of individual
sequences, and functional analysis focused on fruit transcriptome data. The CC fruit transcriptome dataset was obtained from the Sol Genomics network, and it is composed of 726
sequences of 18-week fruits, 9113 sequences of 22-week fruits, 10,077 sequences of 30-week
fruits, 210 sequences of 42-week fruits, and 8883 sequences of 46-week fruits. These datasets
are all available for download at the CoffeebEST database.

Bioinformatic comparative analysis
Fruit ESTs were used as queries for sequence similarity analysis against EST contigs
of CA and CC, which were assembled by Mondego et al. (2011) as the subject. Nucleotide
BLAST was used with the following parameters: dust filter and E-value of 10-10. Results were
filtered using ≤ 85% alignment coverage in the query sequence and ≤ 85% identity as inclusion criteria.

Functional annotation associations
All Coffea sequences were mapped and quantified using Gene Ontology (Ashburner
et al., 2000) terms. Coffee datasets were annotated and mapped for the gene ontologies “biological process” and “molecular function” (only level 3). All sequences were functionally
classified using PlantCyc annotation (ftp://ftp.plantcyc.org/Pathways/BLAST_sets/; Zhang et
al., 2010) and coffee EST contig annotation (www.lge.ibi.unicamp.br/coffea). Results were
filtered using ≤ 85% alignment coverage in the query sequence and ≤ 85% identity as inclusion criteria.

Biological analysis of data from CoffeebEST
The 30 most expressed CC fruit clusters and 161 CC-exclusive clusters were annotated using translated nucleotide BLAST (threshold of e-05) and the TRAPID tool (Van Bel
et al., 2014). Results of the translated nucleotide BLAST for the most expressed clusters are
shown in Table S1.

CoffeebEST website and database
The CoffeebEST website was built in NetBeans 7.2 IDE by adopting Java Server
Pages technology, the Apache Tomcat 7 server, and the PostgreSQL database (Figure S1).
The dataset was parsed and treated using PERL scripts to insert this information in a database.
Finally, a local National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) BLAST (BLASTN
program, version 2.2.25) was implemented to align sequences against Coffea databases available in CoffeebEST. Once a hit is identified, the user can use the relational database to inspect
the sequence/annotation. The website is hosted on a Linux Ubuntu Server and is available at
Genetics and Molecular Research 13 (4): 10913-10920 (2014)
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Comparative analysis of Coffea species
We parsed Sanger EST sequences as described in Figure 1 (see details in the Material
and Methods section).

Figure 1. Pipeline of the workflow for comparative analysis of Coffea species.
Genetics and Molecular Research 13 (4): 10913-10920 (2014)
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First, a total of 29,009 CC fruit EST reads were mapped to CC contigs using BLAST.
In order to remove sequences derived from contamination and retrieve the most expressed
genes in CC fruits, a filter step was performed. A total of 30 CC clusters were mapped with
>100 fruit ESTs representing the most expressed contigs among CC data (Table S1).
Secondly, the 27,654 CC fruit reads aligned in the previous step were then compared
with 35,153 CA clusters. Considering our criteria, in this second BLAST, we could infer that
17,843 sequences are conserved between CA and CC while 161 CC fruit reads are specific to
CC. This comparative analysis was used to build the CoffeebEST website.

Functional annotation analysis
To analyze the functional annotation information of the Coffea transcriptome dataset,
we extracted and parsed all PlantCyc annotations. PlantCyc proteins were used as a database
to query the sequences of the CC and CA datasets (Figure 1). We obtained functional annotation information for 771 CC clusters and 1249 CA clusters. We also extracted and parsed the
functional information from the Gene Ontology classification based on the method described
by Mondego et al. (2011). This information was used to assign gene ontology terms to the
Coffea species transcriptome data.

CoffeebEST: a resource of coffee ESTs
CoffeebEST is mainly designed to further characterize fruit-specific Coffea spp. transcript sequences by comparative analysis with publicly available CA and CC EST resources.
The website is a relational database implemented in PostgreeSQL to organize, store, and retrieve normalized information about fruit-related genes in coffee (Figure S1).
Because fruit ESTs are available only from CC, the analysis relied on the discovery of
fruit ESTs that are exclusively found in CC or in CA homologs. We parsed and compared the
gene ontology data with the PlantCyc functional annotation information to functionally annotate all these sequences and also to compare CC and CA fruit ESTs. All comparison results
were integrated in a user-friendly website to help retrieve the information (Figure 2).

Figure 2. CoffeebEST website portal with all of the options available to the user.
Genetics and Molecular Research 13 (4): 10913-10920 (2014)
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CoffeebEST allows users to: i) search the database for information; ii) perform BLAST
against CA and CC datasets; iii) download all sequences available on the website; and iv) perform comparative analysis of CA, CC, and annotation data. The search option on each page
presents the main functions that allow users to search for information about the CoffeebEST
database. This tool gives the user 4 search options. The first search is by the dataset that was
used in the comparative analysis between CA and CC (Figure 3); simultaneously, the user can
also choose the parameters for coverage and identity. The results are given in a table with a
list of contigs/reads. The user can choose a record result to see the details page. On the details
page, all of the specific information about the CA and CC results and functional annotation
from Gene Ontology and PlantCyc are presented. The sequence of each alignment hit is also
presented for the user with a download option. The second search option is by gene ontology
terms against the same analysis, where the user can also choose one of the main ontology categories. The third option is to search by gene; with this option, the user needs to type at least
some key words to find the right information. The last search option is to search by ID code.

Figure 3. Search pages in CoffeebEST with 4 search options available: by dataset, by Gene Ontology (GO), by
gene, and by ID.

Biological analysis of data from CoffeebEST
In order to demonstrate the usage of CoffeebEST, we focused our analysis on two data
subsets: i) the 30 most-expressed genes in CC and ii) the 161 clusters that are exclusive to CC
without a homolog in CA according to our criteria.
Clusters with more than 100 mapped reads comprise the 30 most-expressed genes
in CC. Among these clusters, 7 do not have an Interpro domain. A detailed annotation and
expression pattern are assigned in Table S1, and they are in agreement with a previous report
Genetics and Molecular Research 13 (4): 10913-10920 (2014)
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of Lin et al. (2005). Most clusters are preferentially expressed in fruits 46 weeks after flowering (WAF), followed by 30 WAF. The most-expressed gene in 46 WAF fruits, Contig4069, is
an 11S globulin. This globulin represents the most important storage protein in coffee seeds
(Rogers et al., 1999). Transcriptional data in CA identified a peak at 30 WAF with mRNA
downregulation in later ripening stages (Rogers et al., 1999). However, in CA, we identified
reads associated with 11S globulin in fruits 42 and 46 WAF, suggesting that the globulin profile is not the same in CC and CA.
The most-expressed gene in fruits 30 WAF, Contig5887, was 2S albumin that is also
an important storage protein in seeds (Tai et al., 1999). In fruits 22 WAF, the most-expressed
cluster does not have any hits in the NCBI and Interpro databases, indicating that unknown
proteins may have important roles in coffee seed development.
Among the 161 clusters that were exclusively found in CC fruits, 53 (32.9%) have an
Interpro domain. The most represented domain is IPR005636 (DTW). This domain is present
in 7 clusters, and its function remains unknown despite the presence of orthologs in several
plant species. Soybean was the species that had the best similarity search hit for CC-exclusive
transcripts (22.8%), which contrasts with most large-scale analysis in coffee, where grape
is usually the species with the closest homologs of Coffea (Guyot et al., 2009; Mondego et
al., 2011). A total of 10 clusters had a significant hit (> 400 nt) against long terminal repeat
retrotransposons (Table S1), indicating that a significant part of CC-exclusive clusters may
represent transcriptionally active transposable elements.

CONCLUSION
Here, using a bioinformatic approach we compared the transcriptome of 2 Coffea species: CA and CC. CoffeebEST is a website and repository of EST comparisons focused on giving a user-friendly analysis of bean EST data. We believe that this database will help improve
the current understanding of Coffea species and their molecular datasets.
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